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DEBUT OF MUSICAL CLUB AT
Law Faculty
Dedicate Sub
McMANUS TO BE CHAIRMAN
JORDAN HALL, SUNDAY, FEB. 25
OF FATHER'S DAY PROGRAM
Gives Course
Turri to Dean
Track Captain Heads Capable Committee for Free Study of Law to Fr. McHugh Chosen by Only Home Concert of Combined Glee Club and
Orchestra During Present Season;
Seniors Over
Annual Day for Seniors and
Be Given at Old
Sponsored by Athletic Union
Fathers on April 19
Roosevelt
South Church
April 19th will again be the date
for the annual Fathers' Day at Boston College, and Gregory Sullivan,
president of senior, has appointed
Track Captain John E. McManus,
'34, to be chairman of the program.
On this traditional day the seniors
will conduct their fathers on a tour

of the campus and then congregate
at the Commonwealth Ave. entrance
to watch the marathon as it passes
by and then repair to Alumni Field
to see the baseball game between
the Ram and the Eagle.
Around six o'clock that evening
will begin the banquet at which A.
Kenneth Carey, vice-president of
Fulton, will be toastmaster. Others
assisting the chairman will be William C. McDonough, William F.
O'Brien, Thomas R. Sullivan and
Anthony J. LaCamera, all, of course,
of senior.
Last year Father's Day was one
of the best conducted festivals of
the school year. As yet McManus
has no special plans that will make
the day be in any way distinctive
but has given no thought to the
subject. He hopes however to make
the day in some way distinctive
and in keping not only with the tradition of the school but also with
the tradition of his class. The day
is a long way off as yet and plenty
of time is to be had in preparing
for the day.
The early appointment will facilitate in making the day a success.
Gregory Sullivan along with John
McManus will put all the time he
can spare in making the day a success.

Donald J. Bain
Gives Lecture
Title
Stability
of Suspensoids,
The Chemistry Seminar was initiated Friday, Feb. 16, at 3:00 p. m.,
in Room S2OB.
The first paper was presented by
Mr. David J. Bain, graduate student,
who chose as his subject "The
Stability of Suspensoids." Suspensoids contribute largely to the form
and structure of the visible world.
The splendors of sunrise and sunset,
the blue color of the sky are due, in
part, to the suspended water in the
atmosphere. Mr. Bain defines a
suspensoid as "a colloid, which in
colloidal solution is sensitive to the
action of electrolytes." Brownian
motion, the different theories of the
stability of suspensoids and protective action were discussed in detail.
The second paper was read by Mr.
David Casey (Grad. Stud.). The
paper dealt with the "Electric
Double Layer." This theory was
first proposed by Helmholz. The
electric double eye involves the concept of absorption, which was fully
treated by Mr. Casey.

Numerous

examples

of

double

layer and its function in stabilizing
particles were presented.
According to Mr. Casey the electric
double layer consists of "layers of
oppositely charged ions, each layer
electrically neutralizing the other."
He further states that "it is ex(Continued on Page 6, Col. 6)

colloidal

L. Sullivan
Makes Appointment

Gregory

MARQUETTE WILL
DEBATE FORDHAM
Mar.,
Georgetown
for
Also onApr.
Schedule

The members of the faculty at
It has been decided by a recent
Boston College Law School under ballot of the senior class to dedicate
the direction of Dean Dennis A. the 1934 Sub Turri, which, inciDooley will render their professional dentally, will soon be ready for disservices without compensation to tribution, to Rev. Patrick J. Mcgive a free cooperative university Hugh, S.J., Dean of Boston College
course in the different branches of for fourteen years.
A committee composed of the Sub
law. The course, which will be given
at 4:15 p. m. at the Old South MeetTurri Managing Board and the
ing House, is to consist of one lecSenior Class Officers selected three
ture a week beginning on February names to place before the class for
23, and continuing' through the win- the dedication of the Year Book;
ter and spring until Aril 26".
chey were Father McHugh, President Roosevelt, and the Philoabout
hundred
Already
one
students have signified their inten- matheia Club.
By a large majority, the class
tions of taking this course. It is
expected that many more will enroll voted this testimonial of its recognition of the real concern, and sincere
in the next few days.
that Father McHugh has
friendship
The Boston College Law School
teachers make up the third group of ever manifested toward it since
professors who have given this freshman year.
course, for it was started in the
This is the first time in many
year 1932 by the members of the years that the Sub Turri has been
Harvard Law School faculty, and a dedicated to Father McHugh alone.
similar course was given last year In past years it has been dedicated
by the Boston University Law- to Fathers, Mother and Father McSchool professors.
Hugh, but this is the initial dedica(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
tion to the Dean alone.

NORTHEASTERN EDITOR GUEST
OF HEIGHTS MAKE-UP STAFF

Paul E. Noonan, former editor-in- News. 'Copy, copy, copy,' is truly
At the regular meeting which the
Marquette Debating Society held chief of the Northeastern News, was the wail of an editor-in-chief, if I
last Monday, the Moderator an- a guest of The Heights staff last may judge the whole by two of its
The
nounced that trials for the Mar- Monday evening at the regular parts," said Mr. Noonan.
Heights, as is true of the Northquette Prize Debate will be held
make up of the paper, aiding mateeastern News, appears to have a
next Monday afternoon in the Senrially
suggroup of loyal supporters who are
with
his
comments
and
ior assembly hall at 3.00 p.m. in
in
to work to the limit in order
gestions
improvements
willing
for
make
place of the weekly meeting.
up that the paper may be completed."
at
the
make
up.
glance
One
prize
The
debate itself will be held
Mr. Noonan, in addition to his
on the evening of March 11, and table and Mr. Noonan lost all of the
as editor of the News, is
platitudinous
"homey"
feeling
so
duties
the winner will be awarded the
Northeastern correspondent to a
Gargan medal for oratory. Mark noticeable in impromptu intercolBoston paper and is a senior in the
J. Dalton, '36, was the winner of legiate meetings of this type.
I
course in civil engineering, being
spirit
superiority,
"With
no
of
the medal in last year's contest.
am glad to see that editors of other employed at the present time as an
The Moderator also announced that
college papers have difficulties simiinspector on the CWA projects in
a debate has been scheduled with
lar
to
those
which
confront the Waltham.
on March 23

and with

Fordham

Georgtown on April 21.
The debate on last Monday was
held on the subject "Resolved, That
the Chain-Store System is Detrimental to the Best Interests of the
American people." The affirmative
was upheld by William Ryan and
the negative by his brother, Joseph
Ryan.
Speaking for the affirmative, Mr.

William

Ryan claimed
(Continued on Page 6,

that the
Col. 3)

Foley Elected

President of
Cambridge Club
The annual election of officers of
the Boston College Club of Cambridge was held at a meeting which
took place previous to the recent
banquet on February 7. William F.
Foley, '24, was elected president of
the organization for the coming
year.

Jack Dalton, Little Nell "Radio Control"
Once more the little darling of
Dead Man's dutch will be freed of
the snake-like clutches of the hissing villain by the ever supreme
blond-haired hero. Yes old-time
melodrama has returned to Boston
College, brought back by the Class
of 1934.
Tentative plans for an old-time
melodrama characteristic of the gay
90's to be presented after the Lenten season by the Senior Class are
in the hands of Gregory Sullivan,
'34, president of the class, and his
assistants. Senior members of the
1933 football squad are to compose
the female chorus and leads.
All the characters synonymous
with western melodrama will be
present?Jack Dalton, Richard Mergatroyd, Little Nell, Big Mike and
the famous Floradora sextet. The
cast as yet remains undecided, but
a later announcement will outline
the complete production and the in-

Foley President
Mr. Foley has been a teacher at
the Cambridge High and Latin
School for several years and has
been very active as a member of the
Cambridge Club which represents
the pinnacle which all B. C. units
strive to attain. No introduction is
needed for the new first vicedividual members.
continued on Page 3,, Col. 1)

?

ganization.

The club is sponsored in its concert by the Catholic Union of Boston, whose president, Mr. Charles J.
Fox, has enlisted the entire personnel of the society in an effort to
make the event the success it promises to be.

Theodore N. Mamer
President of Musical Clubs

FULTON DEBATERS
TO TOUR VERMONT
Leave

Today to Speak
Before Colleges

The three members of the Fulton
who will exhibit their oratorical
powers before Vermont audiences
will leave the college today for their
brief but extensive trip.
Messrs. Donahue, Roach and Hurley who comprise the debating
group, will encounter the forensic
teams of Middlebury, University of
Vermont, and St. Michael's in that
order. Each of the Vermont colleges have given very creditable
showings in all their public debates
and the gentlemen of the Fulton will
have to exhibit their usual finesse of
debating in order to maintain the
record of the Fulton Society.
All three speakers have had experience in many intercollegiate debates,
Donahue having spoken
against the English Universities
last Fall and Roach and Hurley who
were members of the intercollegiate
team as Juniors at the college.
The subjects for discussion will be

It is the desire of the Union to
make the concert an annual affair,
believing that the Boston College
musical unit should contribute to
some extent to the uniformly high
musical programs presented by the
several musical organizations of
Boston.
Interest is very high at present
among the members and friends of
the Union. The enthusiasm of this
group is reflected in the progress of
the sale of tickets for the affair, especially among the many Catholic
societies of the city.
The Musical Club itself consists of
48 trained voices and 31 accomplished musicians. The club was
developed within the last few years
under the capable advice and direction of the Rev. Leo J. Gilleran,
S.J., and Mr. James Ecker, into one
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 6)

Father Harding
At Meeting
Lectures on Deluge
Before Sodality

At the regular Monday meeting of
the Senior-Junior sodality in St.
Mary's chapel, Father Michael J.
Harding, S.J., moderator, delivered
an interesting causerie on the objections expounded by Science and
Rationalism against the Deluge. In
his discussion the Moderator divided
Is Subject
the many objections into three main
classes.
First he dealt with the obDebate
Weekly
of
"Economic Independence" against
Middlebury College, the "National jection against the flood itself, that
the University is in regard to the height and
Amid much excitement and argu- Recovery Act" before
of Vermont, and "Radio Control" amount of water; secondly he spoke
ment, the Fulton Debating Society
with
St. Michael's. The debates will concerning the arguments against
held its first regular meeting of the
the ark; and thirdly, he gave the
place on Feb. 22, 23 and 24 retake
second semester, last Thursday.
Rationalistic
objection against Scripspectively.
The status of six applicants for
ture, an argument which claims
membership was challenged because
that it is a collection of myths comthe roll-call had not been read bepounded by one author.
fore they gave their speeches. It
Father Harding plans to answer
was maintained that they should be
in full and complete refutation all
forced to repeat their speech at the
these objections in the sodality
next meeting because, when they
meeting of next Monday.
first spoke, the meeting had not been
Coincidental with the internal proofficially opened. After much disthe
Sunday,
February
gram
25th,
On
for these Monday afternoon
cussion, it was decided that their
College meetings is the highly successful exBoston
newly
reorganized
would
be
allowed
and
speech
initial
its ternal program which consists in the
President Barry reserved decision Club of Charlestown will hold
public presentation of symposia.
annual
Communion
Breakfast.
Mass
on their applications
heard
at
St. Catherine's Already there have been many pubwill
of
be
the
debate
the
regular
day,
In
the subject was "Resolved: That Church and then breakfast will be lic appearances at the different parthe United States should adopt the served at the Knights of Columbus ishes and all have met with success.
The sodalist group representing the
essential features of the British Hall at 44 High Street, Charlescollege
on these presentations has
town.
system of radio operation and cona very strenuous
just
completed
Corrigan,
I.
The
Reverend
Jones
negatrol." The society voted the
tive upheld by William E. Keane, S.J., professor of Senior Ethics, will week. One week ago last Sunday
'35, and Gregory Sullivan, '34, the be the principal speaker at this they commenced their public program with a presentation before the
victors over the affirmative, de- breakfast.
Class St. Agnes parish in Arlington. The
Mr. Michael Doherty of
fended by Charles A. Boyce, '34, and
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
Waters, '34.
of '27 is to be the toastmaster.

SENIORS PRODUCE FULTON ARGUES
PLAY IN SPRING OVER APPLICANTS
et al to Appear

On next Sunday evening, Februthe Boston College Musical
Club will make its first public appearance of the present concert season, at Jordan Hall in Boston, at
8:30 p. m. This concert is the only
home concert of the year for the orary 25,

?

Charlestown to
Have Breakfast
Sunday, Feb. 25

James J.
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Leo Coveney, '37

John F. Donelan, '37
John Herlihey, '37

Hilaire Ouimet, '37
Thomas Saint, '37
Francis Small, '37
William Sullivan, '37
J. Jerome Sullivan, '35

Farrenkopf,

'34

.

?T?

Raymond Harrington, '34

To begin with there's a night
watchman with the tine old name of
. (we regret the second
Kenney .
"e") . . to B. C. students he's John
. . . well John locks up the buildings
and the gates of the college . .
now and again however some car
will mistake the college grounds for
Wolaston beach and John hops out
of hiding and has to kick them away
. . . some are apologetic
.
some
are nasty . . . some demand credentials . . though John's tone of voice
convinces even the hardest .
.

Business Staff
Francis J. Fafren k<ht, '34
Business Manager
James F. Dunn, '34
Thomas T. Shcehan, '34
William H. G. Giblin, '35

.

Robert L. Sullivan, '34 William B. Hickey, '34
Circulation Manager
Treasurer
Richard M. Kelly, '37
John J. Fogarty, '34
Edward L. Fitzmaurice, '34 Edward J. Sullivan, '34
John J. Murphy, '35
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Edward J. O'Brien, '35, Sports Editor
Frank

days

.

Sports
A. Kean. '35
George Goodwin, '35

socially

during
no school dances . . .
Lent
but what I most object to is that the
boys who have once again sworn
off cigarettes have brought the foulHeights
est smelling pipes into the
wearing
is
Frazier
a
.
Billy
office
gas mask when he enters the old
place . . but while things are quiet
around here socially there seems to
be another world of which the
student is unaware . . . Boston College after dark . .

News and Features
Jr., '35, News Editor

William

.

.

Number

19

.

.

MARTIAL SHADOWS

FOR

the past week, the minds of
the majority of people have
been perplexed to no end by the sudden thought of another war. All the
horror, trickery, and stupid proceedings that characterized the battle of
the Nations a number of years ago,
flashed vividly across their minds.
Those who had partaken of its bitter
drink, shuddered at the thought of
another wholesale slaughter where
the youth of the world, after witnessing an economic debacle, would
be hurled in amidst the demoralizing
and destructive qualities that characterize war in general. We realized
if somewhat tardily and to our sorrow, that the last struggle was of
no avail. It caused a period of history that had hitherto been unseen
unless in the barbaric life of darkest
Africa. It was not human beings
slaying each other on a bloody field,
for God and for country. It was
poor, gullible people, victims of deceitful propaganda and unnecessary
ottering
patriotism, unwittingly
for
sacrificing
others
their lives and
the benefit of a few.
Now if we look into the economic
field, the shadows of war can be
visaged. When the stocks of DuPont, Allied Chemicals, Nitrate pro-

Roach

LAST

week, you will recall (if
are unlucky enough to
read this column), I mentioned several things on account of which the
weekly writing of a column is to be
shunned. But since I penned that
unlucky article, I have had several
hot retorts, and it seems only fair
this week to point out that although
writing a column is no bed of roses,
it still has its good points.
First and foremost (I am going to
be frank) is the joy of seeing your
brain-child in print. It is a source
of constant pride to be able to perceive your own thoughts crystallized in the printed word in a discussion of some moot point or other.
Secondly, you become either famous or infamous. You become famous if your stuff is good enough to
be read; if not, you become infayou

Joseph E. Donovan,

!

Jack

By Herb Kenny

Herbert A. Kenny, '34, Editor--in-Chief
Raymond L. Belliveau, '35, Managing Editor
Joeln L. Roach, '34, Feature Editor

Louis Smithers, '35
Vincent Stasium, '35
Walter Sullivan, '35
Thomas Keane, '36
Paul Power, '36
James Bonner, '37
Charles Butler, '37
Frank V. Brow, '34
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Edward Callahan, '35
C. Henry Murphy, '35
Harold Groden, '35
John Fallon. '35
John Kennedy, '35
Suvcn Fleming, '35
Inlin I'estier, '35
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condoning of vilest villainies,because
of that old appeal to the basest instincts of the tribe ?"My country,
right or wrong." Officials will find a
new generation,?one that will think
for itself and not offer itself as
spoils for the greed and stupidity of
others.
R. L. 8., '35.

.

.

?T?

Charles Parnell's signature is in
the group and written and mailed to
some collector for the asking . . .
the letter reads somewhat to this
effect . . . Dear Sir: Sorry I was so
long in sending you the signature
for which you asked and which you
will find signed below, Charles S.
Parnell . . . (was S. his middle
initial, I don't remember just now).

?T?
We were rash enough to venture
out yesterday morning in the cyclone and mush for The Heights
. . . got to our car and it was a
mere heap of snow
so trusting
(foolish youth) in the slogan .
.
"The El" will get you there we
huiled ourself up to the bus stop
. after the first two hours we got
rather tired and spied a truck
through the snow screen
up and
asked the boy and he said "hop on"
. . . so we hopped and managed to
get to Commonwealth Ave.
no
sidecurtams on his buggy and was
I wet when I struggled on to the
trolley car . . we thought we would
be all alone but there were several
other hearties in the group .
we
decided at the bottom of the hill
that it would be fool hardy for one
man to start out alone so we paired
up .
. each dragging the other
through the blizzard and lifting one
another out of snow banks . . . half
way up we met those of weaker
stuff claiming that school had been
called off . . but we continued for
the wholesome pleasure of getting
one cup of the Doyle house coffee
...

.

.

.

...

...

.

.

.

Best of all is the night some
inebriate walked in and began to
toss heavies at the library windows
. .
John stopped him in time and
everything was saved . . . talking
with John of the sub-zero nights . . .
he shakes a sad head . . . when the
ALBERT, KING OF BELGIUM
thermometer was flirting with China
we go to press, we learn of and the Antipodes . . . the two cats,
the death of King Albert of Pete, the Doyle cat, and another got
.
the lunch room was packed . .
Belgium. Since the war, Belgium out of doors and nearly froze to
Bill Donohue, Frank Eaton, Frank
them
pursue
.
.
John
had
to
death
has lost its two great war leaders
Farrenkop fand Jack Crowley and
Cardinal Mercier, its primate, and through the icy winds . . . claims he
Bill Giblin and myself decided on
yet
.
.
.
now its King.
He had everything hasn't thawed out
the sound advisability of a show
a king should have?ability to rule
?T?
. . took some time to decide
. .
wisely and justly over a very human
we weighed each of the arguments
Ed Kelley gave John Murphy a
people. And he had many things
and picked the Met. . .
nobody
that few kings have ever had?not hair cut in the managers' room . . . knows why
. . down to the Met.
the least among which was his gen- looked pretty good, pretty good . . and we were all out in the aisle
uine love and appreciation of his met J. T. L. O'Connell in at Van- tough show . . we put
a better one
I had
tine's studio last Saturday
people.
on riding in on the street cars
.
Jimmy
watching
from
just
exited
During the war, when he shared
play
down
to
the
Platinum
salon
to
the cruelties of the conflict with his Durante (what a profile, what a bridge . . Bill and I
tackled Eaton
people, he did not become less a poisonality) perform in "Palooka" and Crowley .
they played heartLenna
good
.
.
.
a
show
was
on
king because he became more of a
ily if not well . . . out of their class
man. He made his people sure that his way to see it . .
but what surprised Bill and me
had
it
photographer
But the
all . .
they were suffering in the cause of
was the poor spirit in which they
justice, because he himself felt it over Jimmy . . . we thought that took the licking
. . . they were
Jimmy had eked all the laughs out
more keenly than any of them.
dead set against Bill keeping score
be
.
.
.
eked
We mourn for a ruler, but we of us that were going to
. . . that's what go them
. . and
mourn more for the loss of a man, and when we entered the photoEaton (cad) dealing off the bottom
graphing room we were determined
ducers, and cotton manufacturers because real men are scarcer than
of the pack and pushing Crowley's
we weren't going to laugh for the
rulers.
The
King
.
.
.
is dead
original bids up so high that the
begin to soar there is some deadly
it was a horrible struggunner
!
kibitzers
were all giving Jack the
reason for it. The reason is proba- Long live the King! !
gle . . . we gritted our teeth . . we
J. L. R., '34.
.
. what a winter.
bly another idea of profit by selling
bird
chair
everything
gripped the
. .
men weapons with which to kill each
was in our favor till the gentleman
other.
"PILATE'S DAUGHTER"
cavorted a few steps . . . uttered a
Philip Gibbs, that wise English
"Goo-goos" . . then comes out
few
which
has
Daughter,"
"Pilate's
commentator who was a correwith
"So you won't talk" . . . Jimmy
spondent for the World War, says, deservingly earned the title of
in
pulled the same line
had
America's Passion Play, being one
"The national spirit is less gener. . . and we went off in a
Palooka
of
the
most
Catholic
greedy
prominent
ous than the individual, more
laughing gas . . . and the scrub got
Joe Donovan
for wealth at the expense of its plays of the modern era, and indeed us in the midst of a big "Hawneighbors, more intolerant of criti- the most traditional Lenten drama
Haw!"
cism, less inclined to charity and in America, is making its thirty?T?
totally destitute of any sense of second public appearance during the
LaSalle in Philadelphia there
present Lenten season.
humor."
is a shrine on the campus
Lenna had a shot taken in a cap
The present production, which in and
That National spirit is again evigown . .
(gonna have a comic where a red vigil light keeps burnform
and purpose has for its founof
seething
in
the
cauldron
denced
page, Marcus ? ) . . . we met Bob Me- ing. One student waited two minEuropean affairs. But if there is dation the historical Miracle plays,
Quilland coming out of the theatre utes for it to turn green. Their
another war, will the American was written by Father Francis L. . . . funny thing but the onry time paper also tells us that a man does
youth go running like children after Kenzel, a very holy and devoted we go to a show is in Lent . . . just not necessarily smoke if he has a
a delightful toy when the call comes priest. Father Kenzel made no pre. best of cigarette in his mouth because one
to be different I guess .
forth? We doubt it. Patriotism is tense of being a luminary in the art all comic events coming in the col- could not say that a fellow pants
of professional play writing when
a natural virtue and a noble sentilege will be the Fulton mock trial if he wears trousers.
ment if it is noble. But, as Doctor he wrote this work; rather he modwith secretary a-meritus Crimlisk
Johnson said, "Patriotism is the last estly intended it to be a devotional up on the stand . . . and the boys
Here is a sample ticket issued for
refuge of a scoundrel." Many service for the Lenten season, sinare going to bring him to justice . . .
the
Foresters' ball at the University
be
efatrocious crimes are committed un- cerely hoping that it would
he doesn't want justice
he wants of Montana:
der its name,
ballyhoo, individual fective in doing some spiritual mercy . .
Grazing Permit
benefit in money matters, and a sac- good. The play, which has for its
?T?
No
and
theme
the
hapappealing
rifice that is unparalleled. It
emotional
allows the grazing of
Sleuths Harrington and Musco are This permit
pened before but it will never hap- passion and death of Jesus Christ,
has undoubtedly surpassed all the hot on the trail of Tosi's missing livestock on the
pen again.
FORESTERS' BALL
The independence of American expectations of its author both as a green hat . . . best show of the week
NATIONAL FOREST
thought will not be squelched by literary masterpiece and a spiritual for us was viewing some of the
good work.
propagandists who yell for patriothigh-lights of the Monsignor Consubject to the following regulations:
ism but never show it. If there
Having been first produced and nolly's collection given to the library 1. Season
and God presented in a very modest way, like
From 9:00 P. M. till 1:00
. . letters by Louisa My Alcott . .
ever was another war,
Longfellow
A. M. on February 9, 1934.
protect us from one, ?it would have many another great work, it has General Burgoyne .
to be thought about in a sensible since reached the pinnacle in stimu- . . . Whitteir . . . Parton . . Sarah 2. Class of Stockmanner and not a stupid plunge. lating nation-wide interest among Orne Jewett . . James Russell LowOne couple dressed in western
Thus on the ell
Naturally the common good comes the theatregoers.
. Frank Dempster Sherman
costume.
before the individual and that alone strength of its popularity, its dra. . funny thing most of the authors 3. Grazing Allotments
would be the principle, and not the matic, entertaining value, and its wrote an illegibile scrawl but SherA. Dance Forest
B. Dream Forest
beguiling one of "making America spiritual worth we can think of no man's letter written from East
safe for democracy." Our governmore perfect way of elevating our Gloucester is neatly printed
it
C. Bar Forest
ment officials are supposed to keep souls to the divine during this Holy seems to have been his customary 4. Grazing Fee?\u25a0
way of writing . . . William Dean
democracy safe for America and Season than by a visit to the OberA fee of $2.50 (including 23c
tax) must be paid when perthen America will take care of i 1 \u25a0= f
ammergau of Boston to witness this Howell's letters are also in the
Let us hope that there will be no ideal religious production.?J. J. S., group . Isaac Disraeli (father of
mit is obtained.
Ben).
revelation of brutal selfishness, no '35.
5. Branding?
.
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to express yourself in each kind of
mood. If you feel affable, you can
write a column filled with fast ones.
In a serious mood, you have a vehicle for setting the fate of nations.
If you want to extol, the column is
yours for extolling; if you want to
condemn or deplore, your column is
ready (and the devil take the hindmost).
The column is like prime
matter, of which we talk ever so
glibly in Cosmology: it is indefinitely determinable, and is dependent for its form on your weekly

moods.
Do not think a column is never
read. There is always someone who
reads it, even to condemn it. And
it is a comforting thought that
someone is always considering your
words, and letting you express your

ideas unhindered, with the added
advantage of not being able to offer
any back-chat.
But the greatest advantage a column offers is the opportunity for
literary experiment. You are not
confined to this subject or that, and
there is present an unlimited supply
of subjects on which to dwell.
Slowly but surely, you find that type
on which you write best (although
it is not always those which appeal
to you most), and you can devote
your time to developing your style
in that particular type.
Along with this, there is the
added discovery that little by little
you are developing a style. It is
becoming less difficult to express
yourself. Your ideas become clearer,
and the choice of words becomes
definite. Criticism of classmates is
the best kind that the embryonic

.
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In either case, you are well-

mous.

known and avoid the fate of the violet, which, according to Thomas
Gray, "blooms unseen and wastes its
sweetness on the desert air."
Thirdly, you are given a chance

6.

writer can have, and this is abundant when one writes a column. He
learns what articles are generally
liked, and what not; he ascertains
the reasons and bases his writing

thereafter on those reasons. In
short, writing a column is wonderful
experience for any kind of self-expression; one that should never be
passed up. It rewards you like
everything else, if it is done well.
For your progress is shown from
week to week.
It has its drawbacks, not the least
of which is its regularity. Even the
most fertile brains are sometimes
unproductive, and it is in these
times that it is burdensome. But I
know that when I am finished with
this vehicle, I shall miss it. Some
day I am going to get a red-hot
idea for an article, and shall look
around and discover that there is no
column in which to express that idea.
I shall have grown used to it, and
its absence will be felt.
Finally, the commendation or disapproval of your classmates, if not
unbiased, should not worry you.
There is always the satisfaction of
knowing that the thing has been
well done, whether anybody else
thinks so or not.

Communication
To the Editor of The Heights:
Dear Sir:
I feel it incumbent upon me, now
that you are instituting your new
literary department, to compliment
and congratulate you for the fine
work which you are contemplating
in fostering and sponsoring interest
in Catholic literature. Surely in
your attempt to objectionize the
manifestations of our religious patron, His Eminence William Cardinal O'Connell, you ai-e to be most
heartily commended.
Would it be malapropos for me to
warn you of the dangers you will
encounter and the pitfalls you will
have to overcome? If it is so, the
extreme courtesy which you have
shown me in the past leads me to
believe that you will graciously excuse me in the present.
In a recent edition of the Georgetown College Journal appeared a
poem which was labelled, I might
say honored, as a poem to which the
Gerald Morley Hopkins Poetry Society of that institution was libelled
as having awarded a prize. Various
habitues of our office who read the

verse were tempted to wonder if
this was not a subtle little joke on
the part of the editors of the "Journal", and I myself was seriously
tempted to write to the editor of
the said periodical asking him to inform me whether the poem was
official or merely satiric. The moral
is obvious: The fact that a writer
pretends his work to be eminently
All livestock must be branded
Catholic does not exempt him from
in chute before entering
the strict criticism of form to which
forest.
all literary contributions should be

Fe«dlot?

subjected.

Supplemental feeding proWe should moreover take care
vided in Forestry building.
in our zeal for Catholic literalest,
Holders of this permit will
ture,
we should become Protestant
eat during dance No
critics. We will have to be very
Signed:
careful lest, in our zeal for Catholic
PAUL BUNYAN,
bigForest Supervisor. literature, we should acquire a
oted view against writers of other
PREVENT FOREST FIRES
persuasions; not only
religious
No Smoking Allowed
against writers of our own day, but
They call it the Paul Bunyan Hop!
also against the classic authors of
Greece and Rome. The first pride
The Massachusetts Institute of of Catholicism is its universality,
Technology generates its own elec- and the principal work of a Catholic
trical power, costing $0,009 per kilo- critic should be his ability to absorb
watt hour. Each night 78 flood what is good in any book or poem
lamps ranging from 250 watts to and gracefully prescind from what1,000 watts, illuminate the grounds ever is shabby.
It is the pitiful
and buildings at the average nightly failure of some organizations decost of only $3.25, of which $2.25 is voted to Catholic poetry that the
used to light the grounds and $1.00 Catholicism in their school, in so far
for the buildings.
as they and poetry are concerned,
is subtly reduced to a protestantAir
Ball
ism against Protestantism, a secterThe music for the Belle
away from the sects. That such
Villanova,
held
ing
the
Senior
class
of
of
two weeks ago, was furnished by a small spirit should defeat us
Enoch Light and his band. The or- would be, I believe, unfortunate.
However, it is not my purpose
chestra proved to be very popular,
but ever since its name was an- to douse you or your poems with
nounced in the Villanovan the puns cold water or to smother you with
a wet blanket.
The only postive
have been plentiful.
theory which I would have you draw
Fifty per cent of the senior class from this letter is my hearty approbation of your plans and intentions.
of a Boston girl's college are purVery sincerely yours,
ported to be peroxide blondes. It's
STEVEN FLEMING.
only a rumor perhaps, but the source
1934.
16,
that
it
is
Feb.
of said rumor maintains
The Stylus Office.
authentic.
*
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Foley Chosen
LAW FACULTY
Pres. of Club GIVES COURSE
AT OLD SOUTH
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
president,

Frank McCrehan, '25.
Frank is known to all of us as the
hard-workinggood-natured
and
baseball coach and much of the success in the past banquet was due
to his untiring efforts. In John
Lacey Delaney, '28, elected second
vice-president, the B. C. group has

the youngest School Committeeman
elected in the history of the

ever

City of Cambridge.
Two Undergraduates

Free Study of Branches
of Law Feb. to Apr.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
The program of lectures to be
given in this course together with
the names of those professors who
will render their services is as follows :
Friday, Feb. 2?>?Law in Business
The N. R. A., Dennis A. Dooley, Boston College Law School.
Thursday, Mar. I?The Business
Contract, William J .O'Keefe, Boston College Law School.
Thursday. Mar. B?The Sale of
Goods, Cornelius J. Moyr.ihan, Boston College Law School.
Thursday, Mar. 15?Business on
Credit, Daniel DeC. Donovan, Boston College Law School.
Thursday, Mar. 22?The Purchase
of Real Estate, A. Francis Harrington, State University Extension.
Thursday, Mar. 20?Mortgaged
Property, Walter R. Morris, Boston
College Law School.
Home
Thursday. Apr. s?The
Loan Mortgage, Charles A. Birmingham, Federal Home Loan Bank.
Thursday, Apr. 12?The Law of
Accidents, Edmond John Ford, Buston College Law School.
Friday, Apr. 20?Making a Will.
Thomas L. Gannon, Boston College
?

David E. Hockman, '30, the popular secretary, was reelected, as was
William J. Hopkins, '78, the oldest
living member of the club. Following the custom set two years ago,
two students were elected to the
executive committee along with five
alumni. The two gentlemen so signally honored were Maurice F. Joyce
of Senior A and John J. Cogavin of
Senior B. The club considered these
undergraduates most deserving of
the positions. Others on the committee are: the retiring president,
Charles G. Harrington, '19; Francis
J. O'Hara, '10; Edward F. Hurley,
'32; Francis J. Mahoney, '26; and
John J. Healy, '24.

Kelly Speaks at
French Academy;
Interesting Topic

Chateaubriand, directing special at-

tention to his famous work, "La
Dernier Abencerage"; the following
three literateurs with whom he dealt
were Senancour, de Musset, and de
Maistre. At the conclusion of his
speech Mr. Kelly answered questions
asked by the different Academy
members in regard to style and
literary qualities of the several
novelists.
The program for next Monday's
meeting will consist of a debate on
the question, "Resolved: that the
teaching of Latin and Greek should
be suppressed in the classical
course." Debating on the affirmative
of the above question will be Mr.
William J. Joyce, '34, and on the
negative Mr. J. Jerome Sullivan, '35.
This debate will provide the variety
on the present program in as much
as it is a diversion from the routine
program concerning the French
navel.
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Sincerely,

WILLIAM A. KEAN, '35.

A
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subject of vector analysis applied to
the presentation and the solution of
physical problems and theories. Vector analysis is a very powerful
method of presenting and solving
physical problems in many dimen-

sions.
The physics seminars are obligatory for seniors and juniors in the
B. S. course, but they are also open
to anyone interested in physics or
mathematics. A program of the
topics scheduled for future seminars
may be procured from the physics
department.
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has developed into an important branch of health service.
In
order to meet its obligation to humanity,
it needs men and women of the highest
intellect, backed by superior training.
College men who are interested in n
career in this Geld of work may obtain
a prospectus of the educational requirenients by addressing
Howard M. Marjerison. D.M.D., Dean
Tufts College Dental School
Boston, Mass.
392 Huntington Ave.

fel|

Granger Rough Cut

j
(Dental School;
Dentistry

Labor Amendment.
This refusal of Mr. Birmingham
to comply with the request of the
National Democratic Chairman was
released in the newspapers of Boston. The importance of this announcement can be gleaned from the
fact that one of the three leading
newspapers, which favored
the
amendment in the edition which included the release, devoted its leading editorial to the question in an
attempt to offset the effect of Representative Birmingham's declaration.

I

TUFTS COLLEGE

-

measure, Representative Birmingham immediately conferred with
Father Corrigan and ther-eaftcr an
nounced his opposition to the Child

building a fire

tight?the way to load a pipe?all
you need to do is strike a match.
"Granger smokes sweet and cool
right down to the bottom of the

UllllHlllllllllliilllllllllllllllll]l!llllllllllllill:lllliill[||llll[lll!lllliiini!iini!lliili!iiiii!i)iini!iii!iiiininiiii:iiiii!iii:iiiiii»
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Most of us are aware of the stand
of our own Father Jones I. J. Corrigan, S.J., who was the center of attention throughout the controversy.
The high esteem in which he is held
was evidenced by the flattering attention which his comments were
accorded.
It is gratifying to note, also, that
another Boston College man, the
Honorable Leo M. Birmingham, '15,
Democratic Floor Leader of the
Massachusetts House of Representatives, was one of the staunchest

kind of pipe tobacco

\ BOSTON COLLEGE CAFETERIA I

808 BERGER'S

ment brought to light an unprecedented development in the state
political forum. The matter is introduced here because of the prominent part played in the matter by
Boston College men.

in smoking a pipe. Now if you've Wm %

Receptions

Afternoon Teas

|

Whatever the facts may be, it remains that the recent debate upon have the Massachusetts Democratic
the proposed Child Labor Amend- forces rally to the support of the

na d>j

"Quality and Service," Our Motto

Follow the Crowd to

of Father Corrigan in his
opposition to the bill.
Upon receipt of a telegram from
Mr. James A. Farley, United States
Postmaster General who sought to

you've got to have the right kind
of wood, seasoned right and
packed right in the fireplace. If
you've got all this, it's easy to

CATERER
Banquets

supporters

allied sciences. For the discourse
of the meeting Ralph DiMattia, '34,
gave an interesting dissertation on
Newton's laws of motion. The discussion which the physics instructors characterized as very fine, covered the historical background of
classical mechanics up to the present
day.
Considerable mathematical
proof was offered by Mr. DiMattia
to corroborate his statements.
The study led to the applications
of vector analysis to Newton's laws
and also to the possibilities of utilizing electrical circuit analogs for
the solution of mechanical and
chemical problems.
Last Monday, Feb. 19, at the seminar, Alphonse Ezmunt offered a
very creditable disquisition on the

NOW

370 Boylston Street, Brookline
-

?

voted to the study of physics and

if you want to build
a fire you've got to have
the right kind of chimney, and

characters. Upon returning to England from his campaign, his first
thought is to go on a pilgrimage to
Canterbury in thanksgiving for his
success. His twenty year old son,
the Squire, "was singing or fluting
all the clay; he was as fresh as the
month of May." In battle he had
"borne him well," in order to gain
his lady's favor.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock, Mr.
Gerard Barry, '34, will address; the
Von Pastor Academy on the significance of recent economic and political developments resulting from our
national recovery program.
I

amateur stars grace the roster of
the Brae Burn sextet, and it is
expected that they will give Kelly's
men an interesting sixty minutes.

On Monday, Feb. 5, Father Tobin,
S.J., acting in his official capacity
as head of the physics department,
formally opened the Seminar de-

JLoading a pipe, son,

J. F. X. Murphy, S.J., last Wednesday drew an entertaining picture of
the Knight and the Squire. Chaucer's
Knight is a Crusader, the hero in
many a battle and tournament; yet
he is humble and kind, the most thoroughly Catholic of all Chaucer's

\u25a0

importance of which was not fully
realized by the general public. Perhaps it was an intentional act on the
part of those who dictate the policies of the metropolitan dailies
this was certainly true in one case
at least?to prevent further favorable publicity in this particular case
from gaining circulation.

Di Mattia Speaks on
Newton's Laws

c

In the third of the series of lectures on the history of the Middle
Ages as gleaned from Chaucer, Rev.

:

The scheduled hockey game which
was to be played between the Boston
College puck chasers and the Brae
of upholding the teachings of Christ
Country Club skaters last
Burn
before all men. Let us never perMonday night was postponed due to
mit any criticism to go unchalthe snow. The Country Club rink
lenged and unanswered.
was in good condition for the proJ. F. D, '37.
posed battle, but the sudden and
heavy fall of snow precluded the
possibility of playing a full sixty
To the Editor of The Heights:
minutes of hockey.
The game will be played tomorrow
During the past week there appeared in the newspapers of Boston morning at the Country Club rink,
an item of political significance, the at 10:45. Many former college and

»
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there is

PHYSICS CLUB
HEAR LECTURE

and

JOSEPH J. DOYLE
Weddings

time

religion.

CHAUCER TOPIC
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present

evident in secular collegiate
circles a marked feeling of agnosticism which all but denies the very
existence of God. Many leaders in
the academic and scientific world
have declared 'themselves in disagreement with the teachings of
the Catholic Church. Frequently,
the beauty and sincerity of religious worship have been ridiculed
as superstitious survivals of mediaeval times. New conceptions of
morality, which threaten to undermine society, are constantly springThe holy sacrament of
ing up.
matrimony has been reduced to a
mere civil ceremony which can be
invalidated at any time. Birth control and sterilization and other such
fads strike at the God-given rights
of man. At the very borders of our
nation the most vicious and cruel
religious intolerance is being practiced.
Every effort is directed
toward uprooting belief in God from
men's hearts. The whole situation
is indeed a menace to Christianity.
We have the privilege of being
students at a Catholic college. By
analyzing the teachings of our
Divine Lord, we are enabled truly

Fr. J. F. X. Murphy
Discusses History
Before Assembly

ASPinwall 9050

!

Health

on

BRAE BURN ICE
GAME POSTPONED

COMMUNICATIONS

to appreciate the perfection of His
Since we as Catholics profess the divinity of Christ, we declare ourselves ready to sacrifice
all for His sake. In other words,
Law School.
Thursday,
Apr.
26?Insurance God is the most important factor in
Law, Richard J. Dunn, Boston Col- our lives. But the rise of atheism
means the abrogation of Christ's
lege Law School.
teachings and the destruction of all
is
one
the
Free
program
This
of
University
Cooperative
Courses that we hold sacred. Therefore, we
must face the tremendous obligation
inaugurated by the city wide emer-

A brief, but very entertaining and
instructive causerie on "Le Roman
Personnel" given by Edward N.
Kelly, '34, furnished the literary diversion for the French Academy's
second meeting of the semester last
Monday in the Fulton Room. In gency committee
his talk Mr. Kelly divided his time Recreation.
equally between four outstanding
French novelists. He discussed first
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Eagles Again

Defeated

By Fast Terrier Sextet
By RAY HARRINGTON
In an overtime period at the Boston Arena last Friday night, a great
but tired Boston College sextet went
down to defeat before their intown
rival, Boston University, 6 to 3.
Twice did the smooth working attack of the Eagles place them in the
lead, only to have the Terrier tie the
game. It was a thrilling, see-saw
battle throughout the three regulation periods with Boston University
taking the lead in the third period to
have the Eagle again tie the game
at three-all.
Moore vs. Lax
The first period proved to be an
individual battle between the rival
centers, "Freddy" Moore and Johnny
Lax. Three minutes after the opening bell, Moore broke away from the
leech-like Lax to solo his way
through the Terrier defense for a
score. Shortly after, Lax evened

the count by swinging wide of the
defense to lift a smart shot past
Ready. And although the elusive
Moore again put Boston College
ahead with the opening of the second period, the nemesistic Lax again
knotted the score.
The third period with the teams
dead-locked, uncovered the best
hockey of the evening. Both teams
settled down to smart combination
play that drew rounds of applause
from the fans. Although three penalties resulted in this stanza, nevertheless the brand of hockey was
far superior to the opening period
in which the very aggressive play of
both sides drew penalties totaling

seven. With one over-zealous Terrior confined to the penalty box,
"Johnny" Lax managed to catch the
Eagle forwards up the ice. Given
this opportunity, Lax actually took
the bull by the horns, so to speak,

February 21, 1934

MUSICAL CLUB'S
PROGRAM OUT
PROGRAM OUT

FRENCH CLUB

and smashing through the defense, Boston forwards, with the greatest
shot one past the Eagle guardian. part of sixty fast skating hockey
This piece of individual work was minutes slowing their runners and
the prettiest of the evening, and al- taxing their precision, were, with
though its brilliance remained, its the exception of "Kiddo" Liddell, uneffectiveness was lost when the able to cover the strengthened Ter(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
Eagle took advantage of the short riors. Liddell was all over the ice,
of the best college groups in this
handed Terriors to again tie the scrimmaging, checking and making
to
section of the country, and its perdisagreeable
"Herb"
Crimlisk
himself
generally
Flashy
drew
score.
formances have been acclaimed by
the honors this time, but "Freddy" the Terriors until the final bell. In
The program for the semester is
Moore earned an assist on the play the first overtime period, Ready was
leading musical critics.
as
follows:
slightly injured in a scrimmage in
when he shot a pass to his teamIn selecting its numbers largely
Semester Program
mate and the latter banged it home. front of the net, but he continued to
.February 12
from
Catholic composers, the club is
Eagles Tire
play. Both R. Smith and J. Smith Conference "The Origins of the Novel"
in
a
position to render a distinct
(chiefly
Hie
novel
before
ChateauBoth teams agreed to play two scored for the intowners, and the
Leo Leveille, '34
briand I
service
in the field of Catholic music.
19
February
five-minute periods in an effort to final salvo came from the stick of
Conference?"The I'ersonal Novel," ChaAmong the featured compositions
break the deadlock, and for a Johnny Lax, following a brilliant
teaubriand?SGnaneour ?<lc Mussel?
(le Maistre
Kdward Kelly. '34 are
the masterful creations of
short time the play indicated the solo dash.
February 26
Palestrina,
"Tenebrae Factae Sunt"
loss
game
The
of the
was without Debate?"Latin and Greek should be
continuance of the tie. But the
abolished as compulsory studies in and "0 Bone Jesu." Represented
doubt a bitter pill for the B. C.
Eagle pucksters, having little rethe classical course."
also is Johannes Brahms, together
Affirmative: William Joyce, '34.
serve strength, were forced to bow puckmen, since they showed a disNegative: Jerome Sullivan, '35.
with many of the present-day Cathosuperiority
throughout
regthe
again to the Terriors. Especially tinct
March 5
Conference?"The
Historical
Novel": lic composers.
ulation
But
at
least
they
reserve
at
battle.
can
strength
was the
lacking
II u fro ?deVißiiy?Lamar tine?The inflcnee of Walter Scott.
The sponsors of the concert are
the Eagle defense, for both Downey get some solace out of the fine exClarence Boucher, '35
keenly interested in the response of
and Blake were forced to play sixty hibition last Friday night, and the
March 12
(1)
?"The
Social
Novel.
the student body. The many comminutes of exhaustive hockey while knowledge that their supporters Conference
de Stael ?Nodier?Huiro
John Ryan, '34 ments heard about the campus indihanding out a goodly number of realize and appreciate the difficulJoseph Zibbell, '30
(2) Sand
cate more than a passive interest in
heavy checks. Thus the now tired ties, particularly that of reserve
March 19
?Subject
Discussion
be the affair, and it is expected that
to
Eagle fell easy prey to the refreshmaterial, which the team and its General
chosen on March 12.
many of the undergraduates will be
March 22
ened Terrior marksmen who scored fine, young coach, "Snooks" Kelly,
Lecture on two Twentieth Century Fabhave
present
three goals in the overtime. The
had to face.
at the concert.
lists ...Hov. Paul de Mantteleere. S.J.

Lengthy and Complete
Lectures
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"WHEN A FELLER I
NEEDS A FRIEND"

Cinder Dust

By Frank Farrenkopf

THE

Freshman meet which was
to take place with St. John's
Prep on last Friday had to be postponed because of the cold weather.
It is hoped that the meet will be
held some time in the near future.

in two minutes flat. Venzke, although he finished chird, at the
half-mile mark was seventeen yards
in the rear, yet finished four yards

behind the winner. Bonthron, Cunningham and Venzke will meet on
next Saturday night in the fifteen
hundred meter championship of the
Coach Jack Ryder's Track Team
National A. A. U. meet to be held
moves into the Boston Garden to- in
New York, and it will not be surnight where they will compete in
prising if Venzke leads his two well
the third annual University Club
known opponents to the tape.
games. Captain Johnnie McManus
heads the list of entries. Johnnie
is entered in the dash where the
At New York, observers at the
main competition will be offered by New York A. C. games were all of
Dick Bell of M. I. T. Guarino Pasthe opinion that of the three princiquantonio and Phil Heffernan are pals in the Baxter Mile, Venzke was
also entered in the dash. Neal Hol- the fresher at the finish, both Bonland is entered in the forty-five yard thron and Cunningham were on the
high hurdles, he stands a good point of collapse at the finish. Last
chance of winning this event. year at the National A. A. U. games
Ernest Goglia, Edward Kickham Venzke easily beat Cunningham at
and John McCurdy have also been the 1500 meter distance, and close
entered in the hurdles. Frank followers of the track world are
Eaton, Bill Malone and Johnnie picking Venzke to repeat his perPowers have been running on the formance of last year. However,
two mile relay, have been entered in when picking a winner in such a
the eight-eighty where they stand a contest, any man's opinion is as
good chance of scoring points. good as another's, and the only thing
George Lang and Joe Pais likewise certain is that the winner has his
have entered in the eight-eighty. It job cut out for him. Bonthron, if
will be remembered that last year anyone, seems to hold the advanboth Bob Jordan and Paul Dailey tage, after his victory on last Saturplaced in this event. The one-mile day.
relay team will have Johnny McManus, Jugger Joyce, Bill Parks
Captain Johnny McManus' picture
and Dana Smith meeting the best
is on the front page of the Inter-Col*

*

*

*

teams in New England.
Jim
O'Leary, who has been running well
of late, and who won the six hundred yard run at the New Englands
a few weeks age- is striving to replace one of the regular men on the
one-mile relay team, and when the
time comes for the race he may be
found answering the starter's gun.
Bill Hayes and Gordon Connors have
been entered in the high jump.
Johnny Downey, Frank DeLear and
Jerry Lee will be in the one-mile
race. Bob Burrill, John Fleet, Ben
Hines and Don McKee will compose
the freshman relay.
*

*

*

There were quite a
recordo
broken at the New York A. C.
Games held last Saturday at Madison Square Garden. Keith Brown's
vault of fourteen feet, four inches,
set a new World's Indoor record, the
best that Bill Graber, his West
Coast rival, could do was to tie for
second place. Walter Marty's leap
of six feet eight and three-quarter
inches set a new World's record in
the High Jump, displacing the old
mark of six feet eight and one-half
inches held by George Spitz. The
feature of the meet, however, was
the Baxter Mile which found Gene
Venzke, Glenn Cunningham, Bill
Bonthron and Glen Dawson racing
it out. At the start of the race no
one wanted to set the pace, the field
was content to let Dawson lead for
the first half mile, the time for it
was two minutes fourteen seconds.
At this point Cunningham took the
lead and held it until twenty-five
yards from the finish, where the barrel chested Bonthron drew up to his
shoulder and passed him a few yards
from the finish. While the time was
only four minutes and fourteen seconds the last half mile was run
,'ew

*

*

legiate Digest for this week. A
good picture, too ?showing the flying captain in action.
*

*

*

Don Fleet placed fourth over in
New York, in the special race in
which he competed.
*

*

*

One of the features of the University Club games will be the OneMile Relay race between Harvard
and Holy Cross. The Holy Cross
team of Tim Ring, Joe Murphy, Joe
Mulready, and Al Morin holds the
record for the garden track, but the
Harvard team of Locke, Calvin,
Morse and White hopes to eclipse
their record.
*

*

*

The Boston College One-Mile Relay team will meet Dartmouth and
M. I. T. Boston College has already
beaten M. I. T. but the Dartmouth
team is an unknown quantity, in as
much as this is their first appearance on the garden track this year.
*

*

*

If Walter Janiak, the Holy Cross
flyer, returns to his early season
form, he may make McManus and
Bell look to their laurels. Janiak,
in finishing second to Phil Cohen in
the Prout games, finished inches
ahead of Bell.
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*

#

Dick Hayes of Harvard will renew
his duel with Neal Holland over the
hurdles. Both men have been running well of late.
*

*

*

We will see a brother act in the
880, when E. D. and Ken Black toe
the mark. Ken appears to be the
better of the two, and should make
the whole field step in order to beat
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See FRANK NOONAN, '34

EVERY

in Boston printed accounts last Saturday mornof the bitter battle between the Boston College Eagle and
the Boston University Terrier, held the previous night on the ice
of the Arena. But to get the true story of the skirmish it wasn't necessary to peruse any detailed description of its highlights and prominent
plays, its leading scorers and their mad dashes up and down the ice.
The box score at the foot of the report gave as concise an account as
could two columns of type. It couldn't have been clearer with one
of those systematic and intricate charts which are printed after a major
football game.
It was merely a battle waged between two good hockey teams,
with two individual skaters going on scoring rampages, keeping their
sextets on even terms up until the final gong of the regulation sixty
minutes. Freddie Moore swept up and down the icy surface and kept
the Eagle in the fight with his rifle shots, and the truly great Johnny
Lax held forth in a like capacity for the Terrier. But then after the
extra session began the superior numbers of the Scarlet and White forward lines proved to be the winning punch and three times in the tenminute period the intowners plunked the lozenge into the Boston Colnewspaper

ing
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lege draperies.

And thus the Terrier proved himself to be skating master of the
The Maroon and Gold clad disc dribblers again provided the
opponent with one of the fastest hockey games of the season, but the
Terrier is represented by a good sextet this year, and there's no sense
in trying to dig up a couple of consumptive alibis.
There's one aspect of the game, however, concerning which the
aforementioned reference to the box score might be misleading. Tim
Ready was credited with a bushel of saves, but the nature of some of
these stops was enough to make the weak of heart pack up and go
home. He stopped some shots for which he could have been charged for
grand larceny and. any jury in the country would have convicted him.
If all the pucks Timothy stopped from lodging in the strings were piled
end on end they'd make Jack's beanstalk look very insignificant, indeed.
They pelted him from all angles and at varying speeds. That more
than half a dozen didn't pilfer through him is the feature of the fracas
which couldn't be duly recorded in our box score. Maybe that idea
wasn't such a lulu after all.
Eagle.

HERE AND THERE

Out at Ohio State a young man with a comedian complex is annually chosen for one of the queerest and perhaps the most interesting
job in American collegiate circles. He's called a "Humorist," and is in
reality the twelfth man on the football team. His task is to keep the
Ohio State gridsters in a care-free frame of mind, particularly on the
eve and day of an important game. He dons a uniform for every practice, sits on the bench during games?in fact, he's one of the squad,
chosen for his ability to act like a jumping bean or a hazel nut. He
must be funny, and not foolish, and his mad machinations mustn't in
any way interfere with the more significant business of teaching football to the warriors. Then at the close of the season he is awarded a
regulation varsity letter with the rest of the gridmen. Quite a thing
to act dizzy and be awarded a football letter for your endeavors. I can
think of an All-American eleven right now.
The Fordham Alumni Association held a smoker in honor of Ed
Danowski, captain of last season's Ram eleven . Frankie Frisch, the
famous Fordham Flash and now playing manager of the St. Louis
Cards, was on the committee
speaking of Fordham, Jim Clark, who
drew such excellent cartoons for the Ram during the past three years,
is now drawing animated cartoons for Fox Films
Captain Johnny McManus and Neil Holland of the Boston College
track team hopped over to New York last Saturday to see what was
heralded as the mile of the century. The time, 4.14, was disappointing
to some, but from the accounts of Ryder's pupils (Jack was also there),
it was the most thrilling race they have ever witnessed. The 1,500meter race between the now famous Cunningham-Bonthron?Venzke
trio should be another meeting replete with thrills and championship
running. It's no use trying to pick a winner when such sterling runners
meet up with each other, but from all accounts, plus a semi-wild guess
on my own part. I'd like to place my wages on Venzke to break the
tape in the coming 1,500-meter run.
From all reports, he was the
freshest of the trio last Saturday, Bonthron draping himself over a
hurdle and Cunningham going into a swoon.
Johnny McManus makes his bow in sprint competition tonight at
the University Club games at the Boston Garden . . the New England
title holder will have sterling opposition in the dashes, but his ability
is known to opposing sprinters .
The students at the University of Montana are now in the throes
of a ping pong tournament . . and the same student body is circulating
petitions in an attempt to organize a University baseball team
and
speaking of baseball, Santa Clara has abandoned the sport this spring
and will carry nothing but an intra-mural program . .
Harry Stuldreher has not signed any contract with Villanova for
the coming season or seasons
his contr-act has expired, and rumors
persist that he may be headed for other fields
in fact a Philadelphia
paper quoted Harry as saying that he had hopes of signing up with a
larger college . . and the latest guess seems to favor Ohio State
(the same institution where they award the letter to the grapenut
jester) . . . but our guess is that Stuldreher will be at the helm of the
Wildcat's destinies on the gridiron
in fact last week he met his
squad in the first training session for the 1934 season .
the early
start in spring training is attributed to the fact that the Wildcat freshman eleven of last fall had a meagre season
they only played one
game . . there's a possibility that Boston College will be added to the
.
Villanova baseball schedule this spring
.
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E. L. GRIMES PRINTING CO.
PRINTERS OF THE HEIGHTS AND OF
OTHER WELL-KNOWN PUBLICATIONS
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368 Congress Street

Boston, Mass.

For a short time only!
YOUR UNRESTRICTED CHOICE
OF ANY HOWARD SUIT
TOPCOAT OVERCOAT.
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Every garment manufactured

this season to sell for $22.50
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Following an intensive rehearsal
Rented 2 months $5 which may be
last Monday, Rev. Father Gilleran
applied toward purchase.
Back Bay Typewriter Exchange ?announced the completion of plans
334 BOYLSTON STREET
t'or an Easter trip. The Musical
Telephone, KEGNTmore 6789
Club, according to the arrangement,
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will present a concert at the Centre
Club, Central Park South, New York
City. This organization draws its
membership from among the gradaates of the Eastern Catholic Colleges having residence in and about

Dine and Dance at
Boston's Newest Hotel

EDDIE O'BRIEN

.

*

him.
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THRU THE EAGLE'S EYE

the city of New York.
This out-of-state appearance

of
Club was secured
mainly through the efforts of Mr.
Philip D. Shea, '21, President of the
Boston College Club of New York,
which organization holds an enviable
position among the college alumni
groups of that city.
the
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NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS
This is a splendid opportunity for you to replenish
your wardrobe at a worthwhile saving.
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CLOTHES

Washington St.

Between Avery and Boylston

43 Tremont St.
Near Scollay Square
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Ryans Debate on

fine and interesting a group of de-

BOOK BITS
By The Enthusiast

IT

was a nun at the high school
we first attended who introduced
us to G. K. Chesterton's Father
Brown detective stories and we've
been blessing her ever since. Afterwards it always struck us as odd
that in the present (though waning)
flair for detective stories these
series of stories enjoyed so little
popularity and were so little talked
of among people who were raving
about Sherlock Holmes, Lupin, Gaston Leroux and his pet and later
still S. S. Van Dine (whom we first
mistook for an ocean liner) with his
impossible Philo Vance.
For interest, novelty, color, we believed and still believe that the
Father Brown series surpassed all.
The philosophic sidelights that Chesterton worked in, the tantalizing but
irrefutable paradoxes, the snap of
the style all lead us to read and reread the stories. Of course the
names were uninviting. "The Wisdom of Father Brown," "The Incredulity of Father Brown," "The Innocence of Father Brown," all had a
tendency to be reminiscent of stories
of Sunday school conversions which
for some reason or other people
don't like to read, basing their
prejudices on a universal dislike to
be lectured.
His other book of detective stories
had a far more inviting title though
the subject matter might be a little
more intellectually requiring than
the first mentioned volumes. "The
Man Who Knew Too Much" is as

tective stories as one could ever
pick up in a library. These books
are no doubt widely read and have
an enormous coterie of followers but
surely they have not received a
backing equal to their worth.
No collection of the world's great
detective stories is complete without
an offering from one of the four
mentioned books. And very rightly
is this so. For our own part they
are and always will be favorites
with us. In the lecture given lately
Mrs. Masie Sheed of the famous
Ward family, who spoke of Chesterton, a personal friend of hers, spoke
very highly of Chesterton's detective
stories and followed by stating that,
of course, every one had read them.
And that's what makes it unfortunate for we find so many fellows in
the college who not only have not
read but for some reason have not
even heard of them. These enticing
volumes (and they are once you've
started them) are over at the
library for students to read and may
be easily secured if I havent a
couple of them at home where they

Chain Stores at
Marquette Club
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

February 21, 1934

FENCERS LOSE
TO SHAWMUT C.

fencer of the night, winning; three
foil bouts, two sword and two sabre
bouts. He won every bout in which
he participated, winning seven of
his team's ten points. Captain John
Sheehan of Boston College and Captain Harris of the Shawmut Club

Steele Brothers in Feature
Bout

chain-store system puts too many
independent stores out of business
to be of any benefit to any comThe Shawmut Fencer's Club of
munity; that it has attained its
present power by offering low prices Boston defeated the Boston College
by which the producer suffers be- varsity in a fencing match held last
cause he can make no profit; and
week in the Senior Assembly Hall.
that the chain-store system repreThe final score of the match was 10
grave
sents a
danger of monopoto 7. The bouts were featured by
tendency.
listic
the
match between the two Steele
negative
side,
In behalf of the
Mr. Joseph Ryan contended that the brothers, Ed and Dan, the former,
who was the first captain of a fencchain-store system is a national outteam at Boston College four
growth
of industrial economic ing
and who now fences for
forces; that the higher standards of years ago
the Shawmut Club, defeating his
living demand chain stores; and
brother, who is on the Maroon and
that the chain-store system is a disGold varsity, by a 5 to 4 tally.
on
country
tinct benefit to the
Carl Harris, captain of the Shawaccount of its scientific distribution
mut Club, was the outstanding
produce.

are awiting a hundredth re-reading.
Another volume on the same style
which is really a book of detective

it doesn't boast to be,
is the "Four Faultless Felons." The
book is written on a splendid paradox which is interest-arousing in itself. The stories are told of men
who committed crimes so that
crimes wouldn't be committed. Fi
instance, one man shoots another
man for fear that the man might
be shot?and killed. So why doesn't
some one go over to the library and
take one of the volumes out right
away for fear it might be taken out.
Then you'll have to wait two weeks.
But if you can't find the volumes in
the school library, they are on the
shelves of every library in the world.
stories though

provided the most skillful exhibition
of fencing in their sabre bout. Harris missed making the Olympic
fencing team by a one point margin

in 1932.
Fencing for the varsity were Herbert Kenny, who won three of his
five bouts, two foil and one sword;
Dan Steele, Captain John Sheehan,
Joe Mcßride,
Frank Lambert and
Bill McDonald. Fencing for the opponents were Carl Harris, Ed Steele
and Allan Doherty, the latter two
former captains of the Boston College fencing teams; James Langan,
Boston College '29, was the director
of the matches, and Frederick Smith
of the Shawmut Club was score
keeper. Both teams are coached by
John Roth.

of

By a vote of the assembly, the
affirmative was declared the winner.

Sodality at

Tech Meeting
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
following Tuesday they visited the
Everett Catholic Club where they
received a cordial welcome. Then
last Thursday they appeared before
the Tech Catholic Club where they
again met with unanimous approval
This highly
of their program.
auspicious week was completed with
an appearance on last Sunday before
the Young Men's Christian Temperance Society of St. James parish
in Salem.

Seminar Initiated
By Chem Student;
Bain Lectures
VARIED PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
tremely difficult to determine the
constituents of the layers directly,
but there are, nevertheless, various
indications which give us a better

insight into the constitution of the
double layers of the colloidal par-

ticles."
The Seminar was under the directorship of the Rev. Aloysius B.
Langguth, S.J., Dean of the Department of Chemistry. The papers to
be read Friday, Feb. 23, at 3:00
p. m. in S2OB are: "The Kinetics of
Flocculation" by Edgar S. Edelmann; and "Methods of Sol Formation" by Mr. B. A. Fiekers, S.J.

A Better Position
YOU CAN GET IT
Hundreds of teachers, students and college graduates will earn two hundred
dollars or more this summer. SO CAN YOU. Hundreds of others will secure a
better position and a larger salary for next year. YOU CAN BE ONE OF THEM.
Complete information and helpful suggestions will be mailed on receipt of a three
cent stamp. Good positions are available now in every state. They will soon be filled.
(Teachers address Dept. T. All others address Dept. S.)

Continental Teachers Agency, Inc.

DENVER, COLORADO

1850 DOWNING STREET

Covers the ENTIRE United States
School Officials! You may wire us your vacancies at our expense, if speed is urgent. You will receive complete, free confidential reports by air mail within 36 hours.

and Greece ship us
thousands of hales of fine tobaccos?
year Turkey

Turkish tobacco ?from Samsoun,
Smyrna, Cavalla and Xanthi.
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because spicv, aromatic Turkish is the
best seasoning there is for a cigarette.
It adds something to flavor and aroma
that no other tobacco can give. Chesterfield
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